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STEP 

2 

After getting to Dongzhimen, there are two choices, among which the bus 916快 

(express) is the best. 

 

A: Bus 916 (express) or 916 

Here the fastest way is to take bus 916 (express) or 916, get off at the terminus 

Huairou Bus Station or Huairou North Street, and then hire a minivan to reach the 

Great Wall. 916 (express) takes 60 to 70 minutes and costs CNY 12 (CNY 6 if paid 
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by Beijing Transportation Card), while the minivan ride takes about 20 minutes and 

costs CNY 40-50; one can also share the minivan with others to save money. 

 

If you don’t want to take minivans, you do not need to reach the terminus of bus 916. 

Just get off at Huairou North Street, transfer to bus H23, H24, H35, or H36, and get 

off at Mutianyu Huandao. Walk forward for 3 minutes to find the ticket office. 

Important Notice: The final destination of the Bus 916 Express is actually Huairou 

Beidajie (怀柔北大街）in Huairou District, then you have to change for the local bus 

No.936 (Huairou - Dongtai 怀柔至洞台), continue to take the bus 936 (936路支线) 

for another 18.6km, pass 8 stops and get off at Mutianyu Great Wall finally. 

Bus 916 Express (916快）Fare: RMB 12 

Bus 936 (936路支线) Fare: RMB 8 

Bus Operation Time: 6:00-17:00 ( every 20 minutes ) 

At the last stop you can either change onto the local 936 bus that goes direct to the 

wall (should cost around 8 RMB one-way). Or catch a taxi which shouldn’t cost more 

than 25 RMB one-way. Ensure it is an official taxi or bus 

When you are on the Mutianyu Great Wall, do not follow the Chinese tourist mass 

but head east (toward the tower 1) where you can enjoy the wonderful restored 

wall and in 20 minutes get to the not restored section. 

 

http://www.travelchinaguide.com/cityguides/beijing/transportation/smart-card.htm

